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INTRODUCTION 
A von Neuman algebra J#’ acting on a Hilbert space 3’ is called injective 
if there exists a norm one projection from the Banach algebra of all linear 
bounded operators on By onto J. As the injective von Neumann algebras 
form a monotone class, any von Neumann algebra has maximal injective 
von Neumann subalgebras. 
In this paper we exhibit the first concrete examples of maximal injective 
von Neumann subalgebras in type II, factors. As a consequence we solve 
two old problems of R. V. Kadison on the embeddings of the hyperfinite 
factor R. 
First we show that if L(F,) is the type II, factor associated with the left 
regular representation L of the free group on n generators IF,, co > n > 2, 
and u is one of the generators of IF,, then the abelian von Neumann algebra 
generated in L(lF,) by the unitary n(u) is maximal injective. So, quite 
surprisingly, a diffuse abelian von Neumann algebra can be embedded in a 
type II, factor as a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra. In fact our 
result is more precise: we. prove that any von Neumann subalgebra of L(F,) 
that contains n(u) is a direct sum of an abelian algebra and of a sequence of 
full factors of type II,. This solves in particular Problem 7 in [ 141, by 
showing that J(u) is not contained in any hyperfmite subfactor of L(ff ,). 
Next we show that if IF, acts freely on some nonatomic probability 
measure space (X,p) by measure preserving automorphisms and if M 
denotes the associated group measure algebra and R, denotes the injective 
subalgebra of M corresponding to the action of the generator u E IF,, then 
R, is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of M. Choosing suitable 
actions of IF, on (X,,U) we show that R, can be any injective type II, von 
Neumann algebra. 
Finally, using some of these examples we construct maximal hyperfinite 
subfactors with nontrivial relative commutant. The set of hyperfinite 
subfactors of a type II, factor was proved to be inductively ordered in [lo], 
but until now it was not known whether a maximal hyperfinite subfactor 
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may have nontrivial relative commutant (cf. [ 14, Problem 81). We mention 
that by [20] any separable type II, factor has a maximal injective 
von Neumann subalgebra with trivial relative commutant and thus a 
maximal hyperfinite subfactor with trivial relative commutant. 
The proofs of all the results are based on the study of the asymptotic 
behaviour of the Hilbert norms of some commutators in crossed product 
algebras by free groups. These estimates will be used in the framework of 
McDuff s ultraproduct algebras M” [ 161. Although the proofs depend on the 
specifid properties of the free groups, they can be easily extended to give 
similar results for free products of von Neumann algebras. 
The variety of examples of maximal injective subalgebras that we found 
suggests the following natural problem: classify up to isomorphism all the 
maximal injective von Neuamnn subalgebras of a given type II, factor M. It 
seems to us that in fact the list of maximal injective von Neumann 
subalgebras is the same for all nonhyperfinite type II, factors M, more 
precisely, that any completely nonatomic injective finite von Neumann 
algebra can be embedded in M as a maximal injective von Neumann 
subalgebra. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. A von Neumann algebra J/ is called injective if whenever acting on a 
Hilbert space x it is the range of a norm one projection from 9(R), the 
algebra of all linear bounded operators on &B (see, for instance, [23, 
Chapter Xl). In [4] A. Connes proved that a separable von Neumann 
algebra is injective if and only if it is approximately finite dimensional, i.e., 
generated by an ascending sequence of finite dimensional *-subalgebras. In 
particular this shows that the hyperlinite type II, factor R is the unique 
separable injective factor of type II,. 
Let J be an arbitrary von Neumann algebra. A von Neumann subalgebra 
9 of y1y is called maximal injective if it is injective and if it is maximal (with 
respect to inclusion) in the set of all injective von Neumann subalgebras of 
Un: Since injective von Neumann algebras form a monotone class, it follows 
that the set of injective subalgebras of 4 is inductively ordered, so that by 
Zorn’s lemma any injective von Neumann subalgebra of 1 is contained in a 
maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of X. 
If 9 is maximal injective in J then 9 is singular in A, i.e., its 
normalizer in J is reduced to the unitaries of 9. Indeed, because if w  is a 
unitary element in X and WOW* = 9 then the von Neumann algebra 
generated by 9 and w  in A is also injective (see [23]) so that w  E 9 by the 
maximality of 9. In particular it follows that 9 nM c lJ3. 
1.2. Throughout M will be a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed 
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normal finite faithful trace f, 7( 1) = 1. If B c M is a von Neumann 
subalgebra then EB denotes the unique normal r-preserving conditional 
expectation of M onto B. Denote by llx[lr = 7(x*x)*/* the Hilbert norm on M 
given by 7 and let L2(M, 7) be the Hilbert space of square integrable 
operators affiliated with (M, t), so that L2(M, 7) is the completion of M in 
the norm 11 112. Then EB is in fact the restriction to M of the orthogonal 
projection of L2(M, 7) onto the subspace L2(B, z(~) (which is the closure of 
B in L’(M, 7)). 
Remark that M acts an L2(M, 7) by left and right multiplication. 
Two von Neumann subalgebras B,, B, of M are called mutually 
orthogonal (B, 1 B,) if 7(b, b,) = t(b, b,) = r(4) r(4) for all b, E B, , 
b, E B, [21]. This is in fact equivalent with the orthogonality of the Hilbert 
subspaces L2(B,, 7l,,) 0 C and L2(B2, 7L,) 0 C in L’(M, 7). 
In [21] we proved that if B t M is a von Neumann subalgebra and w  E M 
is a unitary element such that for any E > 0 there exists a partition of the 
unity (et), in B with r(e,) < E, for all i, and WA, w  * I B, where A, = C Ce,, 
then w  is orthogonal to B and to B’ n M. This result will be frequently used 
in the sequel. In connection with this device we shall need the following: 
1.2.1. LEMMA. If M is a type II, von Neumann algebra and A c M is a 
maximal abelian *-s&algebra of M, then for any n ) 1 there exists a 2s 
dimensional abelian *-s&algebra A,, in M orthogonal to A and with the 
minimal projections mutually equivalent in M. 
Proq$ It is easy to see that given any element z E 2 c A (2 is the center 
of M), 0 Q P Q 1, there exists a projection in A with central trace equal to z. 
So, for z = 2~” we can choose recursively 2” projections {e:} 1 <,G2n in A, 
mutually equivalent in M and such that 2, ef = 1. Let MO c M be a 2” X 2” 
matrix algebra such that {ef }, are its diagonal minimal projections. By [ 211 
there exists a maximal abelian subalgebra A,, c MO orthogonal to Ai in M,, 
i.e., such that e;eeF = 2-“ef, for any minimal projection e in A, and 
1 Q i Q 2”. It follows that E”(e) = 2-” for any minimal projection e in A,, so 
that A, is orthogonal to A in M. Q.E.D. 
Now we consider another relation between von Neumann subalgebras 
closely related to that of orthogonality: we are interested in finding nice 
sufficient conditions for two von Neumann subalgebras A, B to commute in 
conditional expectation, i.e., EA o EB = EB o EA. The next result will do: 
1.2.2. LEMMA. Let B,, B, be von Neumann subalgebras of M and 
suppose that the group Y = {w unitary in BllwB,w* = B,] generates B,, 
then Es, o E,,;,, = E,;, o EB2 = EBi,,. 
PmojI For xEM, let K,= ~“‘{uxu*Iu unitary in %}. Then K, is a 
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convex weakly compact subset of M and by the inferior semicontinuity of 
the application x-t ]]x]]~, it follows that there exists E(x) E K, such that 
IIJW>~~~ = WI Al2 I y E &I. Since II IL is a Hilbert norm and K, is convex 
it follows that E(x) is the unique element in K, with this property. Moreover, 
since P is a group, WE(X) w* e K, for all w  in 22 and ]I WE(X) w*J12 = 
]]E(x)]12 so that WE(X) w* = E(x). Consequently E(x) E 9’ n A4 = I?; n M 
and E is a well-defined function from M to B; n M. If x E B; n M then 
clearly K, = {x} so that E(x) = x. If x e M is orthogonal to B; n A4 (as an 
element in L’(M, r)) then the set K, is orthogonal to B; n M (since wxw* is 
orthogonal to B; n M for all unitaries w  E 8). This means that E(x) = 0. It 
follows that E(x) is the orthogonal projection of x onto B; nM, that is, 
E(x) = EB nidx)~ 
Now, for x E B, we get wxw* E B, for all w  E P so that K, c B, and 
thus E ~;n&) E 4. Since we also have E 
E 
BinM(~) E B; n M we get 
B,,nM(B,) c B; n B,. So, if p and q denote the extensions of EB;W and, 
respectively, Es, to L’(M, r) then the left suppot of pq is equal to p A q. It 
follows that pq = p A q = qp. Q.E.D. 
1.3. If o is a free ultrafilter on [N then denote by M” the quotient of the 
von Neumann algebra P(R\J, M) by the O-ideal of the trace t,, r,((x,),) = 
lim now t(x,). Then M” is a finite von Neumann algebra [ 16, 141, r, is a 
normal faithful trace on M” and M is naturally embedded in M, as the 
algebra of constant sequences. Moreover if M is a type II, factor then so is 
M”. 
For B c M a von Neumann subalgebra we denote by B” c M” the 
von Neumann subalgebra of all elements represented by sequences in B. 
Then EBwKxnM = &(x,)),. 
Note that if e E M is a nonzero projection then (M,)” = (M“),. 
A norm bounded sequence (x,), in M is called a central sequence if 
]][x,, x]]la + 0 for all x E M. The central sequence (x,), is nontrivial if 
lim inf, 1(x,, - r(x,)]lZ > 0. The central sequences represent elements from 
M’ n M”; if the central sequence is nontrivial then the corresponding 
element in M’ n M” is nonscalar. Conversely if (y,), represent an element 
in M’ n M” then one can take a subsequence (x,), = (yk,),, such that (x,), 
is a central sequence. Moreover if (y,), is nonscalar then one can choose 
(x,), to be nontrivial [16]. 
Recall that a separable type II, factor M has the property r of Murray 
and von Neumann if for any x i,..., x, E M, E > 0 there exists a unitary 
element w  E M such that r(w) = 0, ]I[w, xk]/12 < E, n > k > 1 [ 171. 
It is known [5] that M has the property r if and only if M’ n M” # C 
and that in this case M’ n M” is completely nonatomic. Also, by McDuff s 
theorem M is isomorphic to M @ R if and only if M’ n M” is non- 
commutative. Moreover in this case M’ n M” is a type II, von Neumann 
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algebra [ 161. By this result it easily follows that M satisfies McDufP s 
property MN M @ R if and only if for any x1 ,..., x, E M, E > 0, there exist 
unitary elements W, , w2 E M such that z(wJ = r(w2) = 0, W, w2 = -w2 W, , 
ll[w,, xJllz < e, n 2 k > 1, i = 1,~ 
In the sequel we shall use the following terminology for type II, factors: 
(i) M is a r factor if it satisfies the property r of Murray and 
von Neumann; 
(ii) M is an ST factor if it satisfies McDuffs property; 
(iii) M is a WC factor if it is a r factor but not an sr factor, or 
equivalently if M’ n M” is a nontrivial abelian algebra; 
(iv) M is a non r factor (or a full factor) if it is not a r factor. 
Since R N R OR, R is an sT factor. In fact it is known that R’ n R” is a 
type II, factor [8,5]. 
If R, is a separable injective type II, von Neumann algebra (but not 
necessarily a factor) then R; n R,” is also very large, in fact by [4] and 
arguing as in [ 161 it is easy to see that R; n RF is a type II, von Neumann 
algebra. 
1.4. In [lo] it was shown that the set of hyperlinite subfactors of a 
type II, factor M is inductively ordered. Similar results hold for r and sT 
subfactors so that we have the following 
1.4.1. PROPOSM-ION. Let M be a separable type II, factor. 
(i) The sets of hyperfinite, r and sP subfactors of M are inductively 
ordered with respect to inclusion. 
(ii) If N c M is a maximal hyperfinite, sT or r subfactor then 
N’ n M contains no nontrivial subfactors with the same unity as M. 
(iii) lf N is a hyperflnite (respectively a r> subfactor of M and u E M 
is a unitary element normalizing N and acting properly outer on N, then the 
von Neumann algebra generated by N and u is a hyperBnite (respectively a 
I’) subfactor of M. As a consequence, if N’ n M = C and N is a maximal 
hype@tite (respectively a maximal I’) subfactor of M then N is singular in 
M. 
Proof: The hypertinite case of (i)-(iii) is treated in [4] and [lo]. So let 
us prove (i) for r and sr subfactors. Since M is separable it is enough to 
consider increasing sequences of subfactors. Suppose (NJk are subfactors in 
M, NkcNk+l, k > 1, and let N = uk Nz. Then N is a factor (since it has 
unique trace) and if x1 ,..., x E N, E > 0, then there exist k, ) 1 and elements n 
xy,..., xz E N&. such that /lx, - xf]ls < c/2, n ) i > 1. If Nk, is a r factor there 
exists a unitary element w  E NkntN such that r(w)=0 and 
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1) [w, x:]]]~ < e/2, n > i > 1, so that we get ]][w, xl]& < E, n > i > 1. If Nk, is 
an ST factor then there exist unitary elements w,, w, E N,” c N such that 
r(w,) = r(w& = 0 and ]][w,, x~]l]r < s/2, n > i > 1, j = 1,2, so that 
]][wj,xi]]lz < E, n) i>, 1, j= 1, 2. Thus if (N,Jk are all r (respectively ST) 
factors then so is N. 
To prove (ii) note that if N, c N’ nM is a subfactor then the 
von Neumann algebra N, c M generated by N and N, is a factor isomorphic 
to N @ N,. Hence if N is r then N, is r and if N is sT then N, is sK 
Finally, let us prove (iii) in the cask N is a r subfactor of M. Denote by a 
the action Ad u on N and by N, the von Neumann algebra generated by N 
and u in N,. Thus N, II N X a so that N, is a subfactor of M. Ad u also 
implement an automorphism fi on N, = N’ n N”, p((x,),) = (a(~,)), = 
(ux, u *)n. Since N is a r factor, N, is completely nonatomic. If the action /3 
has a nontrivial fixed point in N, then Ni n NY # C so that N, is a r factor. 
If /I acts ergodically on N, then there exist unitaries w, E N,, n > 1, such 
that tJwJ=O, n) 1, and II/?( w,IJz < 2-“, n) 1. Indeed by the 
Rohlin-type theorem of A. Connes, for each E > 0, n > 1, there exists a 
partition of the unity e i,..., e, in N, such that II/? - ei+,l12 < n-*2-“-‘, 
n>,i> 1, en+, = e,, and such that all the projections e; have the same trace. 
Then w, = Ci=r Ahe,, where rZ = exp 2ni/n, satisfies the conditions. Now 
each w, can be represented by a sequence of unitaries in N, w, = (w,,Jk, 
such that t(w,+) = 0 for all k. Since w, E N, = N’ n N” and 
IIP(W”) - wnII* < 2-“, one can find for each n > 1 an integer k, such that 
II~w,,L,) - w.,& < 2-“, II[Wn,~,~Yjlll~ < 2-“, n >j> 1, where {Yj}j is a 
dense sequence in N fixed from the beginning. Thus w  = (w,,& is in 
N,=N’nN”, /3(w) = (a(w,,&), = (w,,& = w  and r,(w) = 0, contra- 
dicting our assumption on the ergodicity of p. Q.E.D. 
Note that in (iii) we implicitly show that if N is a r factor then N x Z is 
also a r factor. This result, together with the similar one for finite groups (cf. 
[2]), shows that if G is a group that can be obtained by countable many 
extensions of finite or cyclic groups, then N x G is a r factor whenever G 
acts freely on the r factor N. This is the case, for instance, for solvable 
discrete groups. It seems to us that a careful use of the techniques in [ 181 
may yield the general result that if N is a r factor and if G is an amenable 
group acting freely on N then N x G is a r factor (see also [ 121). 
We mention now some relations between maximal injectivity and maximal 
hyperfiniteness for subfactors of M. 
1.4.2. LEMMA. Let M be a separable type II, factor and R E M a hyper- 
finite subfactor. 
(i) If R is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of M then R 
is a maximal hyperfinite subfactor of M. 
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(ii) If R is a maximal hypeflnite subfactor of M and R ’ n M = C 
then R is maximal iqjkctive in M. 
Proof: (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from the fact that if R’ n M = C 
then any von Neumann subalgebra N situated between R and M also satisfies 
N’ n M = C. In particular N follows a factor. Q.E.D. 
It seems that the following generalization of (ii) holds true: if R c M is a 
maximal hyperfinite subfactor, R ’ n M = 2, and N is the von Neumann 
algebra generated by R and Z then N is maximal injective in M. One can 
easily prove this if Z N C*. 
2. A RESULT ON HILBERT NORMS ASYMPTOTICS 
Let ff, be the free group on n generators, 2 Q n Q co. Denote by u, 
v,, v2 ,..., the generators of F,. The elements of F,, will always be assumed in 
their reduced form [ 151. 
Let M, be a finite von Neumann algebra with a normal finite faithful trace 
t,,, r,(l) = 1. Suppose tF, acts on M,, by r,-preserving automorphisms and 
denote by M = il4, x F, the corresponding crossed product von Neumann 
algebra. We identify M, with its canonical image in M = M,, x F, and we 
denote by J(g), g E IF,, the unitaries in M canonically implementing the 
action of IF, on M, and by r the unique normal faithful trace on M that 
extends the trace r,, of M,. 
Note that W*(M,, f,) WllEF, are mutually orthogonal subspaces of 
L2Wd and Cgs~n L2(Mo,r,)A.(g)=L2(M,r). Thus, an element 
xEL*(M, r) can be uniquely decomposed as x= CIEFR a&g), with 
aI E M,, ]]x]]i = CEEF, ja$. The set {g E F,la, # 0) is called the support 
of x. 
Let X = span (M&g)] g E IF,}. Then X is a weakly dense *-subalgebra 
in 44. We call the elements of Sr polynomials in n(g), g E F,, with coef- 
ficients in M,. 
If x = c,, F, a&g) E L*(ikf, r) and S c F, is a nonempty set, we denote 
by xs E L’(M, t) the element ZIG Fm b,L( g), with b, = a, if g E S and b, = 0 
if g g S. Hence xs is the orthogonal projection of x on Cllcs L2(M0, q,) d(g). 
Finally, denote by MU the von Neumann subalgebra of M generated by M, 
and n(u), i.e., MU = M,, x “Z. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let w  be a free ultrqjUter on N. Suppose x is an 
element in M” that commutes with A(u). Then for any y,, y2 E M with 
EM”(Y,) = Gf,(Y*) = 09 the vectors y , (x - E&x)), (x - E,:(x)) y, , 
y1 E,:(x) - E*(x) y2 are mutually orthogonal in L’(M”, rW). In particular 
II Y1X- XY2ll:~llY1(X-~~:x)Hl: +Il(x-44~w)Y,ll:. 
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ProofI Let (x,), be a sequence of elements in M representing x E M”. It 
is enough to prove the statement in the case when lim,,, (1 [xn, A(u)]]], = 0. 
Let E > 0. By the Kaplansky density theorem there exist yy , yi E jT 
such that II Y, -y’iI12 -c E, II Y, -vX < 6, II YYII </I ~~11, II AlI <II Y~II, 
E,,,(yf) = E&J:) = 0. Let N, - 1 be the maximal length of the words 
g E F,, in the supports of yy , yi. Denote by Si = {g’ E F,I g’ contains a 
nonzero power of some vi and g’ begins with a power of u not larger in 
absolute value than 2N,, - 1 }, Si = (S$‘, S, = Si U Si, S, = {uk I k E Z }, 
S = (F,\S,)\S,. Note that if x E M then xsy = EMU(x). 
Our first goal is to show that ]I(x,Js,l12 is small for n large. Since 
I](x,&J/~ < ]](x,)& + ]](x,J& it will be suflicient to control the norms in 
the right side. Let N, be an integer multiple of 4N, such that N, > 2’~*A’,,. 
By the hypothesis, there exists n, = IZ,(E, N,) such that if n > n, then 
Iln(uk)x”l(u-k)-xX,~12 < 2-2 E f or all IkJ<N,. So if 4iV, IkJ<N, and 
n > n, then we have 
llqU4N~ >(xn)S$(u-4Nok> - (Xn)u4Noks~u-4Nok~~2 
= J@(U4NOk ) x,L(u -4Nok) - Xn)~4Noks~u-4Nak (12 
G II@ 4Nok)X,A(U-4NOk) -x,11* < 2-*&. 
Using the parallelogram identity in the Hilbert space L*(M, r) we get the 
inequalities 
Il(xn)s~ll: = Iln(u4N0k)(x,),~~(u-4Nok)ll~ 
< 2 I( qU4Nok >(x,)&+-4Nok) - (Xn),4Noks~-4N.ok(I: 
+ 2 II@ PI > u4Nok+-4NOkI/: G 2-3E2 + 2 t~~x”~~4N,k~~-4N~k~~:~ 
NOW we use the fact that {u4N~kSA~-4N~k}kEz are disjoint subsets of IF,, so 
that summing up the above inequalities for all k, 0 < 4N, I k/G N, , we get 
so that 
2-‘N,‘N, Il(x,>,$ < 2-1N,‘N,2-3&* + 2 Ilx,ll: 
Il(x,),;ll: < 2-3&2 + 4IvJv;’ < 2-*&*. 
Similarly we get ]](x,),2J2 < 2 - ‘e and thus II(x,)~,J)~ < E for all n > n,. 
Next we prove that for any n > 1, yy(xJs, (x,Js yz and yy(xJs - (x,), y! 
are mutually orthogonal vectors in L’(M, 5). To do this we shok that they 
have disjoint supports in F,. So, let g, E F,, be in the support of yy and 
g, E F, in the support of yt . Since (yy),” = EMU&y:) = 0, i = 1,2, it follows 
that g, , g, cz S, and thus each of them contains nonzero powers of some vI)s. 
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Since any element in S begins and ends with a power of u greater in absolute 
value than twice the length of g, and g,, it follows that g, S n Sg, = 0, 
g,sns,g* = 0. Thus the support of y$,), is disjoint from the supports of 
(xJsyi and (x,)&. Let g, be another element in the support of yy . We 
claim that g, S n g,S, = 0. Indeed, because any word in the set g, S has a 
subword that begins and ends with nonzero powers of some vi’s and of 
length greater than N,, + 1, while the subwords of the words in the set g, S, 
that begin and end with nonzero powers of some vis have lengths at most 
equal to the length of g,, i.e., smaller than N,,. Thus yy(x,), and yy(~,)~, 
have disjoint supports. Similarly we get that the support of (x& yi is 
disjoint from the supports of y$Js, and (x,)+$. 
Thus, if Zw denotes the ultraproduct Hilbert space obtained as the 
quotient of { (&), c L*(M, r)] sup ]] <. ]I2 < co } by the subspace {(q,), c 
L*(M, 91 lim,,, Iltlnl12 = 01, endowed with the norm ]](&J,]], = lim,,, 
11~,,112~ thenx’ = (Y%,M., x” = (bJs~%,~ xN’ = (Y~E,~(x,)-E,“(x,)Y~), 
are mutually orthogonal elements in XU. Moreover L*(M“‘, to) is naturally 
embedded in BF”, [4, 1.31 and by the preceding norm estimates we have : 
(i) II ydx - J%ft”W) - x’Il2 Q supn>n, II YAX” - &“W) -Yx-%>sll2 G 
supn>nl KY1 - ywt - 4&“Nll2 + sup,>., II YX%)s, II2 G E SUP(ll X” II + 
II Y, II); 
(3 II(~-&.&))Y~--“~~~ < supnan, Il(x,-~,u(x,>>y2-(x,),y~l12 Q 
supnan, Ik - &"(%))(Y2 - Y~)ll* + sup,>,, IlkA, Yi II2 < E SUP(ll x, II + 
II Y*lI); 
(iii) II(Y~J%$~) - J%&)Y,) - x”’ II2 < suPnan, IIyl~&,) - 
4fykt)Y2 - (YEWS, - (x”)s,Y;Il* < suPROn, II(Y1 -Y!> J%f”wll2 + supn,n, 
IIJ%,W(Y* -Y3112 Q z-5 sup IIX”ll. 
This shows that the vectors y,(x -E%(w)), (x-E,,,:(x)) y,, y,EM;(x) - 
EM:(x) y2 can be approximated arbitrarrly well in ZU by some mutually 
orthogonal vectors and hence they are mutually orthogonal in 
L2(M0, to) cZU. Since their sum is equal to y,x - xy, we get 
3. AN ABELIAN MAXIMAL INJECTIVE SUBALGEBRA 
Let IF, be as in the preceding section the free group on n generators, 
co ) n ) 2, and fix u E IF, to be one of the generators of F,. Let A be the left 
regular representation of ff n and L(lF,) = A(lF,)” the type II, factor associated 
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with it [ 171. Denote by A, the von Neumann subalgebra generated in L(lF,) 
by the unitary element A(u). 
It is known for long time that A, is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra in 
L(lF,) (cf. [13], see also [21]). We shall prove that in fact A, is a maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebra in L(F,). 
3.1. LEMMA. If B c L(ff,) is a von Neumann subalgebra that contains 
A,, then there exists a partition of the unity {en}n>,, in the center of B such 
that Be ,, = AueO and Be,, is a factor for all n > 1. Moreover for each n > 1 
the algebra (B’ n A:) e, has a nonzero atomic part. 
Proof: Since A, is maximal abelian in L(lF,) it is maximal abelian in B, 
hence the center % of B is contained in A,. Let e, be the maximal projection 
in the set {p E %Ip projection, Bp = A,p} (e, is possibly zero). Let 
e = 1 - e,. We have to show that Be is an atomic algebra. Suppose on the 
contrary that there exists a projection 0 # q E %e such that Bq is 
completely nonatomic. Denote A = A,( 1 - q) + %q, so that A c A,, and A is 
completely nonatomic. For any element g E F,\{uk ] k E Z } we have 
I(g)Al(g-‘)cl(g)A,l(g-‘) and I(g)A,l(g-‘), A, are mutually 
orthogonal subalgebras in L(lF,) (see 1.2) so that A and A(g) Al( g-l) are 
mutually orthogonal. By Lemma 2.5 in [21] it follows that A(g) is 
orthogonal (with respect to the trace) to A’ n L(ff,). But the Hilbert space 
generated in L*(L(F,), t) by I(g), gE F,\{ukjkE Z}, coincides with the 
orthogonal of L’(A,, r) in L2(L(lF,), r). Thus A’ n L(lF,) t L2(A,,, r) so that 
A’ n L(lF,) c A,,. In particular, since (A’ n L(F,))q = (8’ n L(lF,))q 2 Bq, 
it follows that Bq c A, and this contradicts the maximality of e,. 
Let knL be the atoms of Xe (so that e, + En e, = 1). Since A, c B, B 
is completely nonatomic, so that Be, are factors of type II,, n > 1. 
Suppose (B’ n A:) e, is completely nonatomic for some n > 1 and let 
B, = (B’ n A;) e, + A;( 1 - e,). Then B, c A; is also completely nonatomic 
and since A;, A(g) A;IZ( g-‘) are mutually orthogonal for 
gEIF,\{uklkEZ} it follows that B,cA; and IZ(g)B,l(g-‘)c 
A(g) A&g-‘) are mutually orthogonal subalgebras. Thus A(g) is 
orthogonal to B; n L(lF,)” and in particular to Be, c ((B’ nAr)’ n 
L(iF,)“)e,= (B; nL(F,)“)e,cB;nL(lF,)“, for all gE F,\{uklkE Z}. We 
get Be, c A,,, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3.2. THEOREM. If B c L(lF,) is a von Neumann algebra that contains 
one of the generators of F, then B is a direct sum of an abelian algebra and 
of a ,sequence of non r type II, factors. 
Proof. Suppose A(u) E B. By (3.1) there exist projections {en}n.+o in the 
center of B such that Z, e, = 1, Be, = AueO and Be,, is a type II, factor for 
each n > 1. Suppose Be has the property r for some e E {e, },, i . It follows 
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that (B,)’ n B; has no atoms [ 161. Since (B’ n A;) e has a nonzero atomic 
part (by the preceding lemma) we obtain that there exists an element 
x E (B,)’ nL(F,); not contained in A;. Thus [x, A(u)] = 0 and [x, w] = 0 
for all w  E Be. 
In particular we can choose w  to be a unitary element in Be such that w  is 
orthogonal to A,, i.e., E”,(w) = 0 (for instance take e’, e* to be projections 
in A, such that e’ + e2 =e and r(e’)= r(e’) .and let w  be a selfadjoint 
unitary element in the factor Be, with we’w* = e’). By Lemma 2.1 we get 
0 = ]]xw - wx]J2 > ]](x -E”:(x)) w]12 = 1(x - EA:(x)IJ2, which is a contra- 
diction. Q.E.D. 
3.3. COROLLARY. A,, is a maximal iqjkctive von Neumann subalgebra in 
W”). 
ProoJ: If B c L(lF,) is a von Neumann subalgebra and A,, c B, A,, #B 
then by the preceding theorem there exists a projection e E B’ n A,, e # 0, 
such that Be is a non r factor of type II,. By A. Connes’ theorem [4 ] Be 
(and thus B) cannot be injective. Q.E.D. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let B c L(lF,) be a von Neumann subalgebra and 
suppose J(u) normalizes B, i.e., n(u) Bn(u)* = B. 
(i) IfB is iqjective then B CA,. 
(ii) If B is a factor then B = C or B is a non r factor of type II,. 
Pro& If B is injective and A(u) B,l(u)* = B then the von Neumann 
algebra N generated by L(u) and B is injective and Z(u) E N. By the 
preceding corollary we get B c N = A,. 
Now suppose B is a factor. If B is finite dimensional then it is injective 
and (i) shows that B = C. If B is a r type II, factor then denote by a the 
automorphism of B implemented by n(u), i.e., a(b) = n(u) bA(u)*, b E B. If a 
is an interior automorphism then let w  E B be a unitary element such that 
a=Adw=AdIZ(u)JB. It follows that {w)‘nB= (n(u)j’nBc {A(u)]‘n 
L(F,) = A, and { w*n(u)}’ n L(lF,) 2 B. Consequently w  E A,, w*L(u) E A,, 
and if A is the von Neumann algebra generated by w*rl(u) then A is atomic. 
Indeed, because if 0 #f E A is a projection such that Af is completely 
nonatomic then by [Zl, 6.31 (or arguing as in the preceding Lemma 3.1) we 
get (&)‘n L(F,)f = A,$ Since f E A c B’ it follows that B,c (Af)‘n 
L(F,)f = A& which is a contradiction. Thus the algebra A generated by 
Wan is atomic so that if e is a minimal projection in A there exists a 
complex scalar y, ] y] = 1, with w*J(u) e = ye, i.e., n(u) e = ywe. But 
eEAcB’nA,sothat,l(u)e=yweEBe,henceA,ecBe,andsinceBeis 
isomorphic to B (because e E B’ and B is a factor) it follows that Be is a r 
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factor. Finally, if we take B, = eBe + A,( 1 - e) then A, c B, and B, 
contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 3.2. 
If a is a properly outer automorphism of the r factor B then by 1.4, (iii) it 
follows that the von Neumann algebra N generated by B and n(u) is also a r 
factor and n(u) E N, again in contradiction with 3.2. Q.E.D. 
3.5. Remarks. lo. Let g E lF,\{e} be an arbitrary element. It is easy to 
see that using the same proof as for u one can get the following results 
similar with 3.2, 3.4: A(g) cannot be embedded in any r subfactor of L(lF,) 
(in particular in any hype&rite subfactor of L(lF,)) and cannot normalize an 
injective subalgebra unless it commutes with it. In particular this holds for 
g = u”, n f 0. 
2”. An obvious generalization of 3.2-3.4 can be obtained by taking 
free products of the algebra A = Lm(T, p) (T is the one-dimensional torus 
and ,u is the Lebesgue measure on T) with finite algebras N (cf. [l]). If 
M = A * N then A is naturally embedded in M as A * C and it stands for the 
analogue of A,, in 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. 
3”. Denote by IF, the free group with generators in a set indexed by Z. 
Denote by 0 the automorphism of L(lF,) implemented by the translation 
with 1 on the set of generators. Then L(lF,) x 0 N lL(lF,) (cf. [19]). This 
isomorphism is obtained as follows: take u, v E F, to be the generators of F, 
and denote by u, = u”vu -“, n E Z. Then {unJnEE generates a subgroup G in 
IF,, isomorphic to F,, so that L(lF,)2:1(G)” cL(lF,). Moreover, as a 
subalgebra in L(F,), L(F,) is normalized by n(u) and Ad 1(u),,(,,, = 0. By 
3.4 it follows that the automorphism 0 of L(lF,) cannot normalize a 
nontrivial injective von Neumann subalgebra of L(F,), in particular there are 
no abelian subalgebras A of L(F,) such that O(A) = A, except when A = Cc. 
4”. Corollary 3.4 and the preceding remark 3’ show that it is not 
possible to find a good definition of entropy for automorphisms of type II, 
factors using only the classical commutative entropy (cf. [7, Remark 5)). 
3.6. COROLLARY. (i) If B is a completely nonatomic finite type I 
von Neumann algebra then B can be embedded in L(lF,) as a maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebra. 
(ii) If B is a completely nonatomic type I von Neumann algebra (not 
necessary finite) then B can be embedded in L(F,) @I, as a maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebra (here I, is the separable infinite dimen- 
sional type I factor). 
ProoJ Both (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of 3.2 and of the fact that 
by [21] the algebras A, = {n(u,)}“, n > 1, are not unitary conjugated in 
Jw,) (u,, uz,..., are the generators of F,). For instance, if 
B=A:@M,(A;)@M,(A;)@ ... , with AZ abelian, nonatomic and M,(Ai) 
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the n by n matrix algebra over A f , then take a partition of the unity 
kL,Iln>l in L(lF,) such that r(e:) = . ..=t(e.)#O,n>l,andoneach 
projection et consider the algebra Ad t&A,), where vi are partial isometries 
in L(F,), uiv$ = ei and t)~*u~ is a projection in A,, the same for all k, 
n ) k > 1. If B, = 0, k Ad r&4,) and B, denotes the algebra generated in 
L(lF ,) by the normaker of,B, then B, N B and B, is maximal injective in 
JWCXJ Q.E.D. 
4. TYPE II, MAXIMAL INJECTIVE SUBALGEBRAS 
4.1. THEOREM. Let (X, p) be a nonatomic probability measure space and 
suppose F, acts freely on X by measure preserving automorphisms. Denote by 
M k Loo (X, tt) x IF, the group measure algebra associated with this action 
and by R, = L“=‘(x,tt) x ,,Z the subalgebra of M corresponding to the action 
of the generator u E IF,, on the space X. Then M and R, are type II, von 
Neumann aIgebras and R, is a maximal iqjective von Neumann subalgebra 
of M. Moreover if u acts ergodically on X then M is a factor and R, is a 
maximal ST subfactor of M. 
Proof. Denote by A=L*(X,p), so that M=A x F,, R,=A x J. We 
use the notations and results of Section 2. Since IF, acts freely on A, A is a 
Cartan subalgebra both in M and in R, [9]. 
The fact that M and R, are of type II, follows by classical results on 
crossed products (see, for instance, [23, Chapter 221). 
Suppose there exists an injective von Neumann subalgebra N c M such 
that R,#N. 
Then A is also a maximal abelian subalgebra in N and in fact [9] it is a 
Cartan subalgebra in N. In particular N’ n N c N’ n M c R; n M c A so 
that the center of N is contained in the center of R, which is contained in A. 
Thus N is of type II, (since any type I central projection of N would be a 
central projection of type I in R,). 
We first show that N’ n N” c R z. Suppose on the contrary that 
N’ n N” c R;. As pointed out in 1.3, since N is an injective von Neumann 
algebra of type II,, N’nN” is of typeI1,. Let A,=(N’nN”)n 
A” = N’ n A” and B c N’ n N” a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of 
N’ n N” that contains A,. By 1.2.1 there exist finite dimensional abelian 
von Neumann subalgebras A,, c N’n N” orthogonal to B (in the sense of 
1.2) and such that r,(e) = 2-” for all the minimal projections e E A,, n 2 1. 
We infer that A, is also orthogonal to A”. Indeed, since A is a Cartan 
subalgebra in N it follows V = {w unitary element in N] wAww* = A”} 
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generates N, so that by 1.2.2, EAw o E,,,, = EN,rww o EAo = E,,,, = EAw. 
Thus, if x E A,,, y E A”, then 7,(xy) = 70(ENcm4xy)) = r,(xE,,,(y)) = 
7,(xEA,(y)) = r,(x) 7,(E,o(y)) = 7,(x) t,(y). Now, since A,, is orthogonal 
to A” and A,,cN’nN”cR;, for any gE lF,\{u’]k E Z) the algebra 
I(g) A,l(g-‘) is orthogonal to Rt, n > 1. It follows by [2.1, 2.51 that I(g) 
is orthogonal to (N’ r7 N”)’ n N”’ and thus I(g) is orthogonal to N for all 
g E F,\{uk]k E Z}. Consequently NA( g) and N are mutually orthogonal 
linear subspaces in L*(M, 7), in particular AIZ( g) and N are mutually 
orthogonal (since A c N) so that J&F,,(Ux,, L’(A, 7) A(g) is orthogonal to N. 
It follows that N c L’(R,, t), hence N c R,, which is a contradiction. 
Denote byfthe maximal projection in the center of N such that Nf = R,J: 
Let e = 1 -f: Since R, f: N, e # 0. Take x E (N’ n N”)\R;, It follows that 
ex E (N’ n N”)\R; so that we may suppose ex = xe = x. If y E N is an 
arbitrary element such that ERy(y) = 0 then by Lemma 2.1 we get 
0 = II YX - XY IL 2 II Y(X - ER$411z~ hence Y(X -E&N = 0. 
Moreover if yO, y E N and E,“(y) = 0 then y,, y(x - ER,(x)) = 0 and 
YY& -E&N = Y(Y, -J%~(Y,))(x -J%~(x)) + Y&~(Y& -J%.(X)) =O 
(since E,, (YE, (y,)) = 0 and E, (y. - E, (yJ) = 0). Let J be the w-closed 
two-sided”ideaf of N generated 6y all y < N, E, (y) = 0 and let p be the 
projection in the center of N such that J= Np. S&e for all y E N satisfying 
E,“(y) = 0 we have eye = y it follows that p < e. If e -p # 0, there exists an 
element y, E N, 0 # y, = yO(e -p), such that E, (y,,) = 0. Indeed because 
otherwise N(e-p) = R,(e -p), contradicting the miximality off = 1 - e. But 
then y, E J = Np, which is again a contradiction. This shows that e = p and 
by the preceding remarks for any y E J we have y(x - E,:(x)) = 0, in 
particular e(x - E&x)) = 0. But e(x - E&x)) = x - E,:(x), a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus R, is maximal injective in M. 
If in addition u acts ergodically on A then F,, acts ergodically on A so that 
both R, and M are type II, factors. The proof that R, is a maximal ST 
subfactor of M is exactly the same as the proof of the maximal injectivity of 
R,. Indeed because from the injectivity of N we used in the preceding proof 
only the fact that N’ n N” is of type II,. Q.E.D. 
4.2. EXAMPLES. lo. Let (X0, pO) be a probability measure space such 
that L’(&, , pO) has dimension at least two. For instance, consider 
X0= (0, 1) and ,~~({0})=~~({1})=2-~. If gE F,, let (X,,crJ,= (X,,PJ 
and denote by (X, p) = flgsF, (X0, ,u& the product probability measure 
space. Let u be the Bernoulli shift action of IF, on X so that any g E F,\(e) 
acts ergodically on X (in fact strongly mixing). Then R, = L”O(X, p) X otujZ 
is a hyperlinite subfactor of the type II, factor M = L“‘(X, p) X uF, and by 
4.1 R, is a maximal ST subfactor of M. Moreover by [22] and the Hilbert 
space lemma in [ 111 the action of F, on (X, p) is strongly ergodic, i.e., it has 
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no nontrivial almost invariant sequences, so that by [3] M is a non r type 
II, factor 
2’. Let (X0,/b), (X,p)=R,,Fm(Xo,po), be as in lo and (Y,,&)= 
II,, (X0, P,,)~, where (X,, ,u,), = (X0, cl,,). Let u, be the following action of 
F, on Y, : if u, u1 , v2 ,..., are as usual the generators of IF, then all u&), 
U‘(b) *** act on Y, as the same Bernoulli shift over the group H. Consider 
the product action u x u, of F, on XX Y, , Since u(u) and Us are strongly 
mixing, (u x ui)(~) is ergodic, so that the corresponding group measure 
algebra M’=LOO(Xx Y,,pX,u,)X Oxo,F, is a typeI1, factor and 
R.=~“O(XX LPw)x,x,,(u, Z is a hyperfinite subfactor of M. By 
4.1 R, is a maximal ST subfactor of M. Since u X ui has nontrivial almost 
invariant sequences (because the action u, is amenable), M is a r factor and 
since R, # M, M is wF (because if M would be ST then maximality of R, 
would be contradicted). The fact that the r factor M is wr follows also by 
131. 
3”. tit (X0, &,), (X,P) = fl,,, (X,,PJ~ be 8s in lo, En- 1 the 
subgroup of IF,, generated by vi, ur ,..., and (Y,, &) = n,, FRml (X0, I,,)~. 
Consider the action u2 of F,, on Y2 as follows : Us acts trivially on Y, and 
ozIF,-, is the Bernoulli shift over the group I=,-,. Then the action u X a, of 
IF,, on (X X Yz, p x J+) is free, ergodic, but the action of u X Us is not 
ergodic, it acts trivially on sets of the form X X A, A c Y2. Thus in this case 
M=L”O(XX yz, P xPz)x,xo2 F,, is a type II, factor and R, N R @A,, 
where A, is a completely nonatomic abelian von Neumann algebra. By the 
same arguments as in lo and 2’ we get that for n = 2, M is a wT factor 
(because u2 is amenable) and for n ) 3 M is non r (because in this case u2 is 
strongly ergodic). 
40. Let x0 = (0, 1) with the measure ~,,({O})=&,({ l})= 2-l and let 
z,, ZZ,“‘, be a Bore1 partition of (Y,,,u,) =nkeZ (X,,,p& withp(ZJ = 2-k, 
k ) 1. Then (Z,, J+& N (Y1, 2-$&). Now let 6, be the following action of 
F, on Y, : a&) is trivial on Z, and it is the Bernoulli shift on Zk, k ) 2, via 
the isomorphism (Zk, p,& II (Yi, 2-k,ul); ~r,-~ acts on Y, as the Bernoulli 
shift via the isomorphism (Y, , &) N n,, FR-l (X,, , Al,,&. Then take the product 
action u x u,, of F,, on Xx Y,. Since u and u, are strongly mixing the 
corresponding M is a type II, factor. The subalgebra R, is isomorphic in this 
case to R @A,, where A, is abelian of the form A, =A, @A2 with A, 
completely nonatomic and A, atomic and infinite dimensional. Again by 
[11,3],ifn=2thenMiswrandifn)3thenMisnonr. 
Note that by obvious modifications of this example we can choose the 
action u,, such that the abelian algebra A,, (the center of R,) is of any form 
we like. 
5O. Let IF! be the subgroup of SL(2, E) generated by (: :) and 
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( i T) so that IF i is isomorphic to the free group IF,. Let T* = I?‘/Z* be the 
two-dimensional torus with the normalized Haar measure p. Let X.(2, Z) act 
on T2 as the group of linear automorphisms and denote by cr’ the restriction 
of this action to Fi. As o’ is well known to be ergodic, the algebra 
M=L~(T*,~) x JF, is a type II, factor. If R, is the von Neumann 
subalgebra of M generated by the action of the element u = ( i : ) E F! then 
R, has diffuse center but it is maximal injective in M by 4.1. We mention 
that it is not known whether the action of IF! on T* is strongly ergodic, 
although the global action of SL(2, Z) was proved to be strongly ergodic in 
[221- 
Let us summarise the conclusions of the preceding examples, using the 
notations of 4.1 : 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let A, be an arbitrary separable abelian 
von Neumann algebra. There exist free ergodic measure preserving actions of 
F,,, n > 2, on a nonatomic probability measure space (X, ,u) such that 
R, N R @A, and such that M is a non P or a wT factor of type II,. 
Note that 4.1 and 4.2 also provide examples of maximal amenable 
subequivalence relations of the measured equivalence relation R r, 
implemented on (X, p) by the action of the group F,, . 
We mention now a consequence of [20] : 
4.4. THEOREM. If M is a separable type II, factor then M contains the 
hyperfinite factor R as a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra. 
Proof. By [20] there exists a hyperfinite subfactor R, c M such that 
R/, n M = @. So, if R is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra that 
contains R, then R’nM cR;n M = C and thus R is a factor. By [4] R is 
the hyperfinite type II, factor. Q.E.D. 
We close this section with two problems. The first one, if answered in the 
affirmative, would considerably enlarge our class of examples. The second 
one is related to the proof of 4.1, but also has an independent interest. 
4.5. Problems. (1) If M,, M, are type II, factors and B, c M,, B, c M, 
are maximal injective von Neumann algebras, is B, @B, maximal injective 
in M, @M,? Is this true at least for M, = B, = R? 
(2) Let R i c R be a hyperlinite subfactor such that R; n R = C and 
R ’ n R” c Ry for some free ultrafilter w  on R\I. Does it follow that R 1 = R? 
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5. MAXIMAL HYPERFINITB SUBFACTORS 
Let (X,p) be a nonatomic probability measure space and suppose IF, acts 
freely on (X,p) by measure preserving automorphisms. Let U, u be the 
generators of ff 2. As in Sections 2 and 4 denote A = L “(X, p), M = A x F,, 
R u = A x ,, Z and by A(g), g E IF,, the unitaries of M canonically 
implementing the action of IF, on A. Suppose in addition that both u and u 
act ergodically on A and that there exists an automorphism 0 on M such 
that @(J(u)) = J(v), @(A) = A. For examples of such a situation see 4.2, lo 
and 2’; so, R, is hyperfinite and by 4.1 it is a maximal sr subfactor of M. 
Denote by N the algebra of 2 by 2 matrices over M and 
R = {x @ @(x)1x E R,} c N. Thus R is isomorphic to R, and in fact, if 
e= (i i)EM,(M)= N, then Re= R,. Note that if F, acts as in 4.2, lo 
then M and N are non r, if IF, acts as in 2” then M and N are WT. 
5.1. THEOREM. With the above notations, R is a maximal sr subfactor 
in N. In particular it is a maximal hyperfinite subfactor in N, but R’ ~7 N = 
Ce + C(1 - e). 
Proof: We shall assume on the contrary that there exists an ST subfactor 
N,, in N such that R c N,,, R # N,,. First of all note that N,, has elements of 
the form x = (“,:i $), with x’* # 0. Indeed, because otherwise e E N; n N 
and so N,,e N N, would be an sT subfactor of M. By 4.1, R, = N,,e and thus 
R = N,,, which contradicts our assumption. 
Next we show that R has a central sequence (x,),, with 
such that IIx:‘j1r > 6 > 0, for all n > 1. We do this in the following two 
lemmas. In the third lemma we show that in fact there also exists an element 
such that 11 ~*‘x:‘I(~ > c > 0, n ) 1. 
5.2. LEMMA. eNOe u R,. 
Proof. Let x=x*EN, with xl2 # 0. Then the element 
x@(P) @ @(L(P))) x* = x(ll(u”) 0 L(V)) x* belongs to N, and 
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x(tl(u”) @ A@“)) x* = ($‘* ;:I) (y $)) ($‘* ;I) 
x”qu”) xl’ + x121(u”) x*2* * = * ) * * 
If eNOe c R,, then x1’ E R, and x”l(u”) x1’ + x~~~~(v”)x~~* E R,. 
Since n(P) E R, we get x~~~(u”)x~~* E R, for all n E Z. Thus 
y~‘~1(v”)x~~*y* is in R, for all yE R,, n E Z. As I(g)R,l(g-‘) and 
A, = {J,(v)}’ are mutually orthogonal subalgebras in M for all 
gE F2, it follows that I(g)yx12A,x12*y*l(q-1) and A, 0 Cc are 
mutually orthogonal linear subspaces in L2(M, r), g E F,. So, if 
b,, b, E A, then z((b2 - t(b2)) I(g)yx12b,x12’y*l( g-l)) = 0, or equivalently 
~(b21(g)yx12b,x12*y*~(g-1))= r(bJ s(A(g)yx12b,x12*y*A(g-1)). In par- 
ticular if we take an arbitrary E > 0 and a partition of the unity e, , e, ,..., e, 
+J < E, m>i>l, 
&g)$?2e,TC$*l(~“)) < E llxL2112 1) yl12 
then we have 
so that if A,, denotes the algebra 
generated by e,,..., e, we get 
= C eiA(g)yX12ei :=z IIeil(g)yX12eill~ 
/I i /I i 
= C r(eJ( g)yx12e,x12*y*A( g-l)) 
1 
< E W2112 IIY112 C 44 = -2 IIx~~II~ II ~11’. 
Thus t(n(g)yx12) = 0 for all g E IF,, y E R, and if we take y E A we obtain 
that xl2 is orthogonal to AL(g) in L2(M, t) for all g E IF,, so that xl2 is 
orthogonal to M. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
5.3. LEMMA. N, has a cent& sequence (x,), with Ijx~‘l12 >, 6 > 0, n > 1. 
ProoJ If we assume the contrary, then e commutes with N; n N,“. Since 
NhnN$ is a type II, von Neumann algebra it follows that (Nb n N;), is 
also of type II,. Let Ml be the von Neumann algebra generated in M by 
eN,e. Then R,cM,, M, is a factor (because M; nM, c M; n M c 
RL n M = C) and by the preceding lemma R, f Ml. As M’, n My contains 
e(N; n N;) e it follows that Mj n My is noncommutative, so that M, is an 
ST factor, contradicting 4.1. Q.E.D. 
5.4. LEMMA. There exists an element y E N, and a central sequence 
(x,), in N, such that II yz1xA21(2 > c > 0, n > 1. 
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Proq$ By 5.3 there exists a cent@ sequence (yJn such that 11 yn 11 Q 1, 
11 y:‘l12 ) 6 > 0, II ) 1. We claim that there exist c > 0, n, E N and a subse- 
quence (y::), of (y:‘), such that II y::* y::l12 ) c > 0 for all k ) 1. Denote 
jf,, = (y:‘), E N; and assume on the contrary that for any k ) 1 there exists 
nk (with nk > n,-,) such that )I yi” yk2112 < 2-&, for all m ) n,. Thus 
yi = (y$, E iV; satisfies $$yl = 0 in iV;. Then construct U; as a subse- 
quence of y1 such that ff V; = 0. Y; will also satisfy y’o* y2 = 0. Recursively 
mm -. 
we get n + 1 elements yO,y, ,..., yn m N; with y;* y, - = 0 if i #j, 11 g,II g 1 and 
(1 V;l12) 6. This is a contradiction if n > 6-l. Q.E.D. 
End of the proof of Theorem 5.1. By 5.4 there exists a sequence (x,), in 
N and y E N such that IIx,I( < 1, n 9 1, II[~,,A(u)@A(v)lll~+ 0, 
llh~~1ll24 and Ily “x~‘~~~ ) c > 0, n ) 1. It follows that: 
(1) IlA(uk) x;‘l2(u-k) -xf’ll* +a 0, Iln(vk)x~*A(zJ-k) -x;*11* +n 0, 
Ip.(uk) xpa(u -k) - xi’ I(* +,, 0, 11 A(uk) x~*L(u-~) -x:“l12 +” 0, for all k E Z; 
(2) 11 y**x:* + y**x;* - x:*y** - Xpy’* II* --t, 0. 
We shall use from now on the notations of Section 2. Similar 
computations as in the proof of 2‘1 will show that the element y*lx:* makes 
it impossible for (2) to hold. So let E > 0; by the Kaplansky density theorem 
there exist you E IF (polynomials in IF, with coeBicients in A) such that 
II y” -yfl12 < E, (1 yyll< II ~“11. Let N, - 1 be the maximal length of a word 
appearing in the supports of y,,, u 1 4 i, j < 2. Let iVr be a multiple of 4iV, 
such that N, > 3~ -*N,,. Let n 1 = n,(s, N,) be such that for n ) n, we have: 
(1’) IIn x;‘rl(U -k) - xy1/* < E, Ila(uk) x;*a(o -k) - x:‘ll* < E, 
IIn x:*a(u -k) - x:* II* < E, 
Illt(~~)x~~A(u-~) - x:‘l12 < E, for Jkl <N, ; 
(2’) lim sup, II y:*xi* +yi’xi* -xi’ y:’ - xi1 y:*l12 Q s. 
Note that we also have (I Y:‘,x:*~(~ ) c - E. 
Let Ti = ( g E F21 g begins with a power of u not larger in absolute value 
thanm,- 1 }, c = { g E F,I g ends with a power of D not larger in absolute 
value than uV,-l}, T,,= TAU Ti. We show first that ll(x:*),l12 < 3.5. 
‘Indeed, we have that (u’~~T~u-‘~~},,~ are disjoint sets and for 
4% lkl<N, we get 
Il~(u~N~)(x:2),:~(u-‘N~) - (x:z)u,N&~&-,N,,kl)z 
= Il(~(u’“‘) x:’ a(u-4Nh) - X:*)&,krL16,-4N,,kl12 
< Ila(dNq x:* a(u -‘N”L) - x;* I(* < e. 
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Using the parallelogram identity and summing up over all 1 kl< (4NJ’ N, , 
k # 0, we get 
k 
4Nok)(x:2),;n(v-4N”“) - (X~2).4Nok~~“-4NokII: 
’ + 2 2 (Xi2)“4N&qj-4Ngk 
II k II 2 
< 2(4N,,-’ N,e2 + 2 IIx;~II:, 
so that Il(x:‘),;ll: < e2 + .s2; similarly Il(x~‘),;ll: < 2e2 and thus 
Il(x~‘)T,112 < Il(X~‘)T~ll2 + Il(-e’)T$2 < x5-* 
Let T, = F,\T,, and T= U { gT, 1 g E F, has a length not larger than 
N,,- 1). Clearly JJ~‘.xY~~ =yi1(xi2)r, + x~‘(x~‘),, and 
(vi’ CX~~)~,)~, so that 
YW2)r, = 
2 II Y~‘(x~2)T,l12 - II Y~1(42)T,I12 
2 II Y~1x~2112 - 2 II Y~‘(-d’)~,ll2 > II Y~1x~2112 - 6~ II Y2’ II. 
In particular we have ll(y~1x~2),l\2 > c - E - 6s II y2iII. To get a 
contradiction from this inequality and (2’) it will be sufficient to show that 
yi2xi2, xi2yg2, x:‘yi2 have small norms on the set T. This is easy to see for 
xi1yi2, since by the same computation as for yi’xt* its norm is concentrated 
on T-’ and Tn T-l = 0. 
The other two elements in (2’) can be treated in the same way, so let us 
do it for ll(y~2x~2),ll,. Denote as in 2.1, S, = {vklk E if}, S, = {gE IF,1 g 
begins and ends with powers of v greater than 2N, - 1 in modulus}, 
S, = (lF2\Su)\SI. As in the proof of 2.1, we may suppose that n, is such 
that ll(~~~)~,~~~ Q 3.5, for all n > 12,. For any g E IF, of length not larger than 
NO - 1, we have gS, n T = 0, gS, n T = 0. Indeed because in the first 2N, 
letters of a word in T there are more u’s than u’s, while a word in gS, or in 
gS, is in the opposite situation, and also because any word in T has more 
than 3N, letters, with some nonzero power of v at the end. It follows that 
ll(Y~2x;2M12 G II Y~2(x:2)sol12 < II Y2211 * ll<~~‘>s,ll2. 
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We have thus obtained that for n ) n,, 
lly:*x;* +J$x:* - x;*y;* - x;1y;* [I* 
2 ll(Y;*x~*), + (Y:Y*)T y- (x:*Y;*), - (4?Y:*MI2 
a Il(Y:‘x~‘Ml* - ll(Y:*~~*L112 - lI(~fi*Y~*MI* - Il(~:‘Y~‘>Tll* 
2 c - E - 6s 11 y*’ (I - 3k 11 y** II- 3s )I y** 11-3~ 11 y’* I]. 
So, if E is small enough this is in contradiction with (2’). Hence our initial 
assumption on the existence of an ST subfactor NO of N such that R c N,,, 
R #NO lead to a contradiction. It follows that R is a maximal ST subfactor 
in N. Q.E.D. 
5.5. Remark. Note that in order to prove Theorem 5.1 we effectively 
used that R, is a maximal sr subfactor of M. 
5.6. OTHER EXAMPLES. A maximal hyperfinite subfactor -with noncom- 
mutative relative commutant can be constructed as follows: Let’ 6, R,, M be 
as in 5.1 and denote N = M,(M) the 3 by 3 matrix algebra over M, 
R = {x @ x @ @(x)1x E R,}. Then R is maximal hyperfiite in N (in fact it is 
maximal ST) and R’ n N N M,(C) @ C. 
2”. A more general -example than 5.1, is the following: Let F,, be the 
free group with n generators, that we denote by’ u, , U, ,..., U, (co > n > 2) 
and suppose IF, acts freely and ,ergodically by measure preserving transfor- 
mations on the nonatomic probability measure space (X, ~1). As in 5.1, 
denote A =L”O(X,,U), M=A XF,, R,=A X ulZ and by L(g), gE F,, the 
unitaries in M canonically implementing the action of F, on A. Suppose 
there exists an automorphism 8 E Aut(M) such that @(A) = A, @(z+) = t([+ , , 
n-l>i>l,andletN=M,(M),R={x@@(x)@~~~ @@“-‘(x)lxER,}. 
Then R is a maximal hyperiinite subfactor of N (in fact a maximal ST 
subfactor) and R ’ n N N C”. 
In both examples lo and 2” it follows by 4.2, lo, 2’ that M and N can be 
chosen either non r or wr. 
The proofs of 5.6, lo and 2’, aside from some ‘obvious modifications, 
follow step by step the proof of 5.1. So we have in conclusion: 
5.7. THEOREM. (i). For any n ) 2 there exist tvpe II, wT and non r 
factors M with maximal hypeflnite sub&ctors R such that R’ n M SI: C”. (ii) 
There exist @#e II, wr and non r factors. with maximal hypflnite 
subfactors having noncommutative reliitive cornmutant. 
The above theorem and 4.4 show that a first invariant to consider for the 
classification (up to conjugation by automorphisms) of the maximal hyper- 
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finite subfactors of a type II, factor M is the type of their relative cornmutant 
in M. 
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